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ThIS REpoRT showcases the outcomes of the Improving the Justice System: Victims of Crime 
workshop in June 2014. This one-day workshop brought together Government and non-
Government organisations who work with, and represent victims of crime in NSW to create a 
clear program of reform for the system to better serve victims of crime.

ThE WoRkShop was facilitated by the Designing Out Crime research centre (DOC) at the
University of Technology, Sydney. DOC’s methods are drawn from research into how designers 
solve complex problems, and are deeply human-centred. The workshop asked participants 
to place themselves in the position of a victim, and to redesign the Justice System from that 
perspective.

ThE ClIEnT for this was the Transformation Office of the NSW Department of Justice and
Victims Services NSW.

ThE oUTCoMES of the workshop are a suite of reform recommendations ranging from an 
anonymous report-advice line, to radical changes in how victims will experience the court 
process, including expanded restorative justice options.

ThE FUTURE of the Justice System in NSW is to better meet the needs of Victims of Crime. The 
recommendations in this report are being considered by the NSW Government for adoption.
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01. 
BIKE NETWORKBaCKGROUND
01. 

ThE JUSTICE SYSTEM 
FoR VICTIMS oF CRIME //

being a victim of crime can be a deeply traumatic and
life-altering experience. unfortunately, we also know that
negative encounters with the justice system can further traumatise, 
victimise and inconvenience victims. The last thing victims need is 
a Justice System which is seemingly focused more on the needs of 
bureaucracy rather than justice for the people it serves.

as with many large organisations that have been around for a 
long time, the NSW Criminal Justice System has made many 
incremental changes and amendments to how it works. The 
Improving the Justice System: Victims of Crime strategy puts 
the victims at the centre of a radical redesign process.

We need a justice system that prioritises the needs of victims 
of crime, so that victims receive the help and support they 
need to get on with their lives.

Criminal Justice System Reform 
workshop
October 2013 Criminal justice System Transformation 

Strategy drafting
October ‘13 - February ’14

Criminal Justice Board (CJB)
established February ‘14

Improving the Justice System: 
Victims Services Workshop
June ‘14

Transformation Office (TO)
established January ‘14 

Implementation of approved strategies

Implementation Plan to Cabinet

Scoping recommendations to CJB
July ’14we 

are 
here

The NSW Criminal Justice System Strategy is a plan to reform the justice system over the next five 
years and beyond. at the heart of the transformation are the following aims:

• Put people at the centre of everything we do
• Make sure we target the allocation of our resources to those crimes that cause the greatest harm 

to the community
• Take a system-wide approach to all reforms
• Deliver justice that is fair, swift and certain

The Victims Services workshop, and its outputs, represent one step towards the achievement of these 
aims.

paThWaY To TRanSFoRMaTIon 
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03. 

THE WORKSHOP
02.

WoRkShop DETaIlS
Improving the Justice System: Victims of Crime Workshop
Thursday 26 June, 2014, 9am-5pm

participants and Facilitators
The Transformation Office drew together a wide representation of participants 
from across the Justice Cluster, as well as other state government agencies 
to develop a scope of works that will be put to the Criminal Justice board. 
Facilitators included Kim Wan, lindsay asquith, Mieke van der bijl-brouwer, 
lucy Kaldor, Matthew Devine, Olga Camacho Duarte, Rodger Watson and Rohan 
lulham.

Brendan Thomas (Deputy Secretary Justice Strategy and Policy)Department of Justice
Barbara BakerDepartment of Justice

Carolyn ThompsonKristen Daglish-RoseStephanie WallaceCrime prevention Division, Department of Justice 
Sandra CrawfordTransformation office, Department of Justice 

Martha Jabourhomicide Victims’ Support group
 
Mark JohnstonenSW Sentencing Council

Jackie Wallaceoffice of the Secretary, Department of Justice 
Ken MarslewEnough is Enough 

andrew O’ConnorMinistry for police and Emergency Services 

Catherine Bettison-SantoroWitness assistance Service, office of the Director of public prosecutions 
Cate DenningDepartment of premier and Cabinet

 
Matthew TingPeta Blood

Mahashini KrishnaLouise LenardVictims Services, Department of Justice 
Howard BrownVictims of Crime assistance league

 

Donna GloverLeith KennedySupt. Robert CritchlownSW police Force 
 anne-Marie MartinCorrective Services 

Kate MilnerRestorative Justice Unit, Corrective Services nSW 
Jenny MarshallnSW health

paRTICIpanTS
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WoRkShop 
METhoDS //

With the aim of prioritising victim needs within a highly complex 
Justice system, the Victims Workshop used a design innovation 
method called Frame Creation, which has been developed by the 
Designing Out Crime research centre specifically to deal with 
complex problems.

The workshop method used both analytical and creative exercises 
and tools designed to focus attention on the needs of victims.

In order to make the workshop manageable, the participants 
were asked to think about the likely needs of a hypothetical 
victim from the crime categories of: 

• break and Enter 
• Child Sexual assault
• Cybercrime
• Domestic Violence

These crime categories were chosen either because 
they occur very frequently, and/or because they have a 
particularly high emotional impact on victims and the 
community. 

The following provides a description of the methods 
and objectives of each exercise undertaken by the 
workshop participants.

METHODS
03. 

2

1

43 65

WHaT:
The participants, in four separate 

groups, used their knowledge 
and experience to create a list of 

the typical needs of victims of the 
crime categories mentioned.

The guiding question for this 
exercise was ‘What do victims 

need and want?’ The results of 
this brainstorming exercise are 

shown in Figure 1

WHaT: 
In this exercise, each of the four 

groups created a fictitious but 
realistic persona of a victim of 

for their crime type. For each 
persona, participants created a 

name, occupation, hobbies and 
interests, and a life story.

WHaT: 
This exercise sought to identify 

all the stakeholders involved in 
the context of each crime type. 

Stakeholders with a high degree 
of connection, agency and ability 

to impact upon victim experience 
were identified, as well as those 

people or organisations who are 
less directly connected.

WHy:
Each victim’s experience 

is different, as is each 
crime and its context. 

Participants drew on their 
experience and knowledge 

working with victims to 
create this list.

WHy: 
The word ‘victim’, while necessary 

in the context of the justice system, 
has the effect of anonymising and/

or homogenising the experiences of 
the individuals who are victimised by 

crime. Creating a persona reminds us 
of human needs of victims. Throughout 

the workshop, participants tended to 
refer to their made-up victim by name. 

e.g. ‘What does Kate need during the 
court process? Would bruce like the 

option of restorative justice?’

WHy: 
Thinking about who is currently involved 

in supporting victims of crime provides a 
landscape overview of which groups and 

individuals could be involved in any future 
solution. (Refer to Figure 2 on the following 

page.)
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2

1

43 65

WHaT: 
In the first stage of this workshop 
exercise, the groups sought to 
identify the values motivating the 
stakeholders involved in providing 
victim support. The question 
workshop participants asked 
was ‘What is important to each 
stakeholder?’ 
In the second stage, human-
centred values were distilled from 
the responses to that question. 
Examples included ‘belonging’, 
‘freedom from fear’, ‘happiness’, 
etc. Participants then explored 
each theme in greater detail, using 
analogies, anecdotes, similes and 
antonyms to agree on a shared 
conceptual understanding of the 
theme.

WHy: The purpose of theme analysis 
is to identify and define the values 
that are commonly held among 
the stakeholders involved in victim 
support. Developing a deep, shared 
understanding of these positive 
values is crucial in designing 
interventions that will create 
the conditions for such values to 
flourish. 

WHaT: 
a frame is an imaginative device that serves both a 
critical and creative purpose. It plays a role similar to 
the metaphorical lens: it allows new observations to 
be made, old problems to be interpreted differently, 
and new solutions to come to light. The way in which a 
problem or issue is framed is critically important to the 
manner in which that problem is interpreted or felt by 
those affected, as well as how it is managed by problem-
solvers.

The creation of frames is a creative leap that draws 
inspiration from an exploration of the themes (step 4), 
and can be quite a complex exercise in practice, involving 
many stages and activities. Explained simply using the 
theme of ‘belonging’ as an example, a guiding question 
in frame creation might be: ‘what is an example of a 
situation in which a person (or group) feels a strong 
sense of belonging? How is the feeling of belonging 
created, and how can we create or replicate that feeling 
in a new context?’

WHy: 
The value of a frame, and the types of insights it can 
offer, depends on how and where it is overlaid onto the 
problem context. For example, a frame could be used to 
look at the structure of a system (to provide, for example, 
ideas about how co-operating organisations within the 
justice cluster should be governed), or to define the 
ideal pathway for a key stakeholder (such as a victim 
encountering the criminal justice system). 

WHaT: 
using the insights and ideas 
generated by the frames created 
in Step 5, each group rapidly 
mapped an ‘ideal journey’ for a  
persona in their offence category. 
Each victim journey map sought to 
identify the touchpoints between 
victim and support system, and 
how these might be remodelled or 
optimised to give victims a positive 
and even a healing experience. 
This exercise was completed in 
40 minutes; however a thorough 
mapping exercise of this sort 
could be an invaluable tool in 
comprehending the challenges 
that face victims, and identifying 
solutions to these challenges.

WHy: 
In a design process, the design 
concepts provide new ideas about 
how to approach the problem; they 
indicate how a solution is likely 
to look. a phase of prototyping, 
testing and improving follows the 
concept development stage and 
precedes the implementation of 
‘final’ concepts.



RESULTS
04. 

REpoRTIng on
RESUlTS //

In Exercise 1 of the workshop, participants 
brainstormed the needs of victims. The responses 
were grouped into three categories (shown at 
right): practical help; getting information (and 
feeling part of the process); and emotional support 
and reassurance. 

WHAT DO VICTIMS 
OF CRIME

NEED 
&

WANT? EMOTIONAL 
SUPPORT AND 
REASSURANCE

PRACTICAL HELP:
PHYSICAL AND 

IMMEDIATE NEEDS MET

TO GET THE 
INFORMATION THEY 
NEED AND TO FEEL 

PART OF THE PROCESS

To feel safe
and secure in

their home
Positive

counselling

Restorative justice
(victim + perpetrator

+ community)

Grief therapy/ 
counselling

To trust people

Support and
empowerment

To feel protected

To feel better

Acknowledgement
of trauma

To feel part of 
the community

Return to normal routines
(e.g. sleeping)

To feel that people
understand their 

situation

Immediate response
from police

Proactive and early 
information about

what is happening e.g.
in police investigation or 

insurance claims

To know ‘why’
and ‘who’

Info/help about 
how not to become

a repeat victim

Guidance on explaining
crime to children

Assurance that 
crime is taken seriously

by service providers

Help filling out forms

Repair of property

Replacement of stolen items  

Help cleaning graffiti

Removal of the offender
(e.g. in DV)

Legal support and 
access to legal 

services

Support and info
 regardless

of course of action 
chosen

Assured of 
confidentiality

Adequate response
to cultural needs

Coverage of basic needs 
such as education, financial

assistance, housing, medical etc

Communication 
between agencies 

so victims don’t 
have to repeat 

story

To be taken 
seriously

by service 
providers

Choice in 
course of

action

FIGuRE 1
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CYBERCRIME BREAK 
& 

ENTER

DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE

CHILD 
SEXUAL 

ASSAULT

Support 
groups

Prosecutors

Community

Courts

FACS

Cultural groups

Corrective 
services

Whole of 
government

Immigration

Mental health 
community services 
& child protection

Religious institutions

Department of 
police and justice

Office of directors & 
public prosecutors

Help groups
i.e Reach Out and 
Headspace

Traditional media

Internet service 
provider

This diagram shows the 
stakeholders that were 
identified in the stakeholder 
analysis (Exercise 3) and 
shows that there are 
multiple stakeholders who 
are, or could be involved in 
a co-ordinated response to 
victim support; and also that 
in each victim context the 
stakeholders can be very 
different, although certain 
core stakeholders are 
common to most.

This list resulted from a 
rapid brainstorming session 
and is not exhaustive. 
Researching stakeholders 
in depth would provide a 
fuller understanding of the 
problem context and its 
players, and would represent 
a substantial body of work.

FIGuRE 2



bE ThE ChangE



The design concepts on the pages following 
were the result of a creative session during the 
Victims of Crime workshop.

The concepts suggest ways and means for 
improving areas of the Justice System that are 
particularly ill-functioning.

These ideas represent the earnest desire of 
the people working within the Justice System 
to improve the experiences of victims of crime, 
and the community they serve.

They are not ‘finished products’, but rather 
represent a solid starting point for further 
exploration of how the system can be 
remodelled.



05. 
RECOMMENDaTIONS

InTRoDUCTIon //
This section outlines the main recommendations from the workshop. 
The ideas are still conceptual and require further development, but give 
a clear sense of the priority areas and issues identified. 

These changes will considerably improve the experience of victims 
as they progress through the justice system, from the point of 
victimisation until the point when they no longer require services. 

lIFTIng SERVICE STanDaRDS 
To MEET VICTIMS 

ExpECTaTIonS anD nEEDS //

EMpoWER VICTIMS oF CRIME anD DElIVER 

ThE bEST poSSIblE SERVICES aT all 

STagES In ThE JUSTICE pRoCESS

These recommendations propose reforms to a range of areas that will 
significantly improve victims’ experiences in the justice system.

as a minimum, the agencies of the justice system aim to make the following 
changes to lift standards of service across the system: 

• Create feedback loops at all stages of a victim’s journey through the 
system so they are informed and updated on their case

• Ensure all service providers in the justice system have consistent 
standards for dealing with victims of crime (referring to the Code of 
Practice for the NSW Charter of Rights and the Police Customer Service 
Charter)

• Provide victims with information about the outcome of their matter
• Develop plain English documents 
• Meet with victims early to set realistic expectations on the process and 

possible outcomes

In addition, the justice system (Transformation Office) will 
undertake to further develop and implement the initiatives shown 
in the following section.
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1. IMpRoVIng ThE CoURT 
ExpERIEnCE

2. gIVIng VICTIMS gREaTER 
VoICE, ThRoUgh ExpanDED 

RESToRaTIVE JUSTICE  
opTIonS 

3. IMMEDIaTE hElp FoR 
SUppoRT anD RECoVERY

4. IMpRoVED aDVICE on 
REpoRTIng

5. TaRgETED hElp FoR 
VICTIMS oF pRopERTY 

CRIME

6. JUDICIal EDUCaTIon

Victims of crime need 
assistance to deal with 
the effects of crime and 
navigate the complex 
criminal justice system. 

The right to have these 
needs met is recognised 
in the Charter of Victims 
Rights. Victims may 
have a range of needs, 
including emotional 
and practical support, 
and their needs may 
differ according to the 
crime type they have 
experienced or their 
vulnerability.

InITIaTIVES //



IMpRoVIng 
ThE CoURT 
ExpERIEnCE //
We know from working with victims and talking with them and their 
advocates that they feel that offenders receive better treatment 
than they do in the court process. Clearly this is not an acceptable 
situation. We also know that it is important for victims to feel safe at 
court and throughout the court case, to feel recognized as part of 
the court process, and to receive practical support to make their 
experience at court less traumatic. a more positive experience 
helps victims in their journey of recovery.   

We want to create a court experience for victims that is not 
only effective at delivering justice, but is also sensitive to the 
broader needs of victims. Meeting these needs will improve 
the victim experience, increase victim satisfaction with the 
criminal justice system, and most importantly lead to better 
outcomes for victims.   

VICTIM nEEDS //

• Recognition as part of the court process
• Provide practical and emotional support
• address any safety concerns

06. 
COURT ExPERIENCE

WE ShoUlD TREaT VICTIMS WITh aT 

lEaST aS MUCh CoURTESY aS  WE gIVE 

oFFEnDERS anD DEFEnDanTS

We are developing a portfolio of approaches which together will provide 
victims with a better court experience. Firstly we will challenge the 
assumption that victims must attend court in every instance. We will explore 
other options for victims to provide evidence remotely via technology. 

In circumstances when a victim does attend court they will have an experience 
that is designed not only to deliver justice, but is as free as possible from 
undue stress. This court experience strategy includes meeting needs such as:

• Transport and other assistance to be able to attend court
• Orientation at court, so that they know where to go
• Safety in the courthouse and throughout the court process 
• a physical space within the court room
• acknowledgement in the courtroom of the victim of the crime and the 

opportunity to make a victim impact statement.
• Support in the court room to understand proceedings
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4//

5//

6//

aSSISTanCE In 
aTTEnDIng CoURT
Including assistance in transport, 
childcare, leave from work

oRIEnTaTIon aT CoURT
a concierge service that will meet 
victims as they arrive and provide 
directions appropriate to their matter

SaFETY aT CoURT anD In 
ThE CoURT pRoCESS
a safe physical space where victims 
are able to wait and gain access 
to information and support to 
improve their safety outside of the 
courthouse.

1//

2//

3//

an alloCaTED SpaCE In 
ThE CoURTRooM
a designated space where victims 
may sit during the court session. 

aCknoWlEDgEMEnT anD 
InVolVEMEnT
The victim’s presence will be 
acknowledged and they will have the 
opportunity to deliver a victim impact 
statement.

ClaRITY anD CERTaInTY 
In ThE CoURTRooM
assistance from an accredited 
support person who will explain what 
is happening in the court case



We want to give victims a say in how their matter is dealt with, and provide 
them the opportunity to have a more active role in the process, such as asking 
the offender questions. We will explore the possibility of restorative justice 
options being made available at various stages of the criminal justice process, 
and being offered either in tandem with conventional approaches, or as an 
alternative. 

07. 
a GREaTER VOICE 

gIVIng VICTIMS gREaTER VoICE, 
ThRoUgh ExpanDED 
RESToRaTIVE JUSTICE  opTIonS  //
We know that being a victim of crime can seriously impact on 
wellbeing. For victims, the way their case is handled has the potential 
to help repair the harm caused by the offender. We should consider 
how to improve the wellbeing of victims through the justice system.

accordingly, we want to give victims more choice in how their 
matter is dealt with. One such option is restorative justice, 
which has been found to improve outcomes for victims, leading 
to greater satisfaction with the criminal justice system and 
repairing well-being. Providing the choice of restorative justice 
will better cater for the needs of victims.

VICTIM nEEDS

• Have a say in how their matter is dealt with
• The option of taking up Restorative Justice at various 

stages across the court process
• be involved in the process and be able to ask 

questions of the offender

bEIng a paRT oF ThE pRoCESS lEaDS 

To bETTER oUTCoMES FoR ThE VICTIM
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ExpanD To all CRIME 
TYpES
Victims of all crime types will have 
access to Restorative Justice

3//

4//

RESToRaTIVE JUSTICE 
In paRallEl oR aS an 
alTERnaTIVE
Victims will be given a say in how 
their matter is dealt with. 

1//

2//
RESToRaTIVE JUSTICE 
aS a DIVERSIonaRY 
appRoaCh
Restorative Justice will be used 
to divert offenders from future 
offending

ChoICES FoR VICTIMS
Victims will be able to choose the 
Restorative Justice program that 
best suits them



IMMEDIaTE hElp 
FoR SUppoRT 
& RECoVERY //
For victims, the criminal justice system can be a daunting jigsaw 
puzzle of processes and services. Victims who have suffered trauma 
as a result of crime are then faced with a bewildering system that 
can cause further stress.  Victims have various needs that can be 
met by services, from immediate needs such as safety and shelter, 
emotional support, financial assistance or advice, as well as 
assistance in navigating the criminal justice system. 

We want victims to know what support is available and how to 
access it. We aim to create an end-to-end case management 
service which will bring together the services that are available 
to victims from the time of the crime, during their journey 
through the criminal justice system, and beyond. 

VICTIM nEEDS

• Support that is not siloed 
• a system that acts as a system and provides end-to-

end support

08. 
IMMEDIaTE HELP

We aim to develop a case management model where the needs of victims are 
better matched with the available services. a case management system would 
assess victims needs, develop a plan with them and match their needs with 
services that are available. 

hoW Can I hElp?
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kEEp VICTIMS Up-To-DaTE 
Victims will be informed of the process, 
and will be given specific updates on 
their matter. For example information on 
an offender’s sentence, or release.

3//

4//

ExpanD ThE WaY VICTIMS 
SERVICES pRoVIDE 
SUppoRT 

Provide case management to victims 
supporting them through their 
experience as a victim

1//

2//

pRoaCTIVE EngagEMEnT 

Support Services will be proactive 
in engaging with victims, and will 
work with victims to devise a ‘going 
forward’ plan.

InTEgRaTED DaTa 

Make sure victims don’t have to 
repeat their story every time they 
speak with a new part of the criminal 
justice system



IMpRoVED 
aDVICE on 
REpoRTIng //
We know that people sometimes feel uncertain about whether to 
report a crime. This uncertainty can come from not knowing what 
will happen after they report the crime and being unsure of the best 
course of action. We can reduce uncertainty by providing victims 
and others who might report a crime with advice on what happens 
when a crime is reported.
 
We want to remove the barriers that people experience when 
they consider reporting a crime by providing people with advice 
specific to their situation. This service will be anonymous to 
ensure that people feel completely at ease in accessing the 
service. 

VICTIM nEEDS

• anonymity in seeking information
• a sense of control
• Time to reflect and consider the best course of action
• Justice, healing and to get on with their lives

09. 
aDVICE ON REPORTING

ThE Call CEnTRE WoUlD pRoVIDE 

VICTIMS WITh InFoRMaTIon 

WIThoUT REQUIRIng ThaT ThEY 

REpoRT a CRIME

We will explore the possibility of developing an anonymous call centre 
which would provide information on what happens when a crime is reported 
and what to expect through the process. The call centre would be modelled 
on the Royal Commission into Child Sexual assault and would second 
specialists from the sector with knowledge and experience.
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anonYMoUS Call 
CEnTRE 

To provide victims with advice on 
process and options 

InCREaSE pUblIC 
aWaREnESS 

Through a communications campaign 
(misinformation may be preventing 
victims from reporting.)

ExpanD 
Information available on Victims 
Services website to explain clearly 
to victims what might happen to a 
perpetrator if a crime is reported

1//

2//

3//



TaRgETED hElp WITh 
pRopERTY CRIME //
being a victim of property crime can be disruptive and distressing. It 
can cause victims to feel unsafe in their homes and can cause anxiety 
and a general lack of wellbeing. In order to feel safer and more secure 
victims need emotional support and reassurance, practical advice 
as well as physical and security needs. Victims of property crime 
account for a large proportion of all victims of crime and the impact 
on them has a cumulatively large effect on the community. 
 
We recognise that victims of property crime could benefit from 
access to similar options for support and information as is 
available to victims of violent crime. We want to provide victims 
of property crime with advice and assistance in how to access 
services that will better help them to address their needs.

VICTIM nEEDS

• Repair and replacement of property
• To feel safe and secure in their home

10. 
PROPERTY CRIME

We aim to provide more thorough and immediate support to victims of 
property crime by:

• Expanding the counselling options to all victims of crime
• Providing more information and support when the crime is committed. 

Investigate expanding role of police or providing other volunteer 
support. 

• Providing practical assistance to victims of burglary, like information 
about reducing repeat burglary and discounted security options.

VICTIMS oF pRopERTY CRIME Can 

REQUIRE SIMIlaR hElp To VICTIMS oF 

VIolEnT CRIME
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aDDITIonal SUppoRT 
Provide additional support and 
referrals through Victims Services 
or  the anonymous call centre 
(aforementioned).

3//

4//

CoUnSEllIng SChEME
Expand the approved Counselling 
service to all victims of crime, as 
defined in the Charter of Victims 
Rights

1//

2// VolUnTEER SUppoRT 
Provide other volunteer support, 
such as providing practical 
assistance to victims of burglary, like 
information about reducing repeat 
burglary and discounted security 
options.

MoRE InFoRMaTIon
Provide more information and 
support when the crime is 
committed. Investigate expanding the 
role of police to achieve this.



JUDICIal & 
lEgal EDUCaTIon //
We know that victims’ experience with people working in the criminal 
justice system is sometimes less than ideal. People working in any 
organisation can sometimes lose sight of the customer and their 
needs. 
 
We want to create a criminal justice system that understands 
victims and their needs. Through providing education to key players 
in the criminal justice system, we will build a better understanding 
of victims needs. 

VICTIM nEEDS

• To be understood and seen as a stakeholder in the 
criminal justice system

• To be listened to and valued

11. 
EDUCaTION 

bY bETTER UnDERSTanDIng ThE 

ExpERIEnCE oF VICTIMS WE Can 

CREaTE a CRIMInal JUSTICE 

SYSTEM ThaT hElpS VICTIMS 

RECoVER anD REgaIn a SEnSE 

oF WEllbEIng

Service providers, the judiciary, legal professionals and other key 
participants will have access to victims’ needs training as part of their 
continuing education. Service providers will have access to training that 
leads to accreditation and would be integrated into continuing education, 
as well as targeting undergraduate students entering the sector. 
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aWaREnESS TRaInIng
Increase awareness of the needs 
and rights of victims by training 
current and future justice sector 
professionals

aCCREDITaTIon
Professionals who deal with victims 
will have access to training and 
accreditation

ongoIng pRoFESSIonal 
DEVElopMEnT 

a learning pathway that continually 
improves the level of service provided 
to victims

1//

2//

3//



nExT STEpS //
Initially, project groups focusing on each major area of reform will be 
established. Justice cluster agencies will be requested to allow staff to 
participate on those project teams, to bring both a cluster-wide focus to 
the reform and to bring valuable operational expertise.

Following approval, a detailed implementation plan will be prepared 
which will be submitted to the board for approval in august 2014.

12. 
RESOURCES

Put people at the centre of everything we do

Make sure we target the allocation of our 
resources to those crimes that cause the 
greatest harm to the community

Take a system wide approach to all reforms

Deliver justice that is fair, swift and certain
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1. IMpRoVIng ThE CoURT 
ExpERIEnCE

2. gIVIng VICTIMS gREaTER 
VoICE, ThRoUgh ExpanDED 

RESToRaTIVE JUSTICE  
opTIonS 

3. IMMEDIaTE hElp FoR 
SUppoRT anD RECoVERY

4. IMpRoVED aDVICE on 
REpoRTIng

5. TaRgETED hElp FoR 
VICTIMS oF pRopERTY 

CRIME

6. JUDICIal EDUCaTIon




